DIVISION ADVISORY No. 23, s. 2019
In compliance with DepEd Order No. 8, s. 2013
This Advisory is issued for the information of all Public and Private Elementary, Junior and Senior High Schools
April 29, 2019

MBY EVENTS MANAGEMENT'S FAMILY AND VALUE-ORIENTED FILMS

The MBY Events Management, an educational-based company aiming for the promotion of students' welfare complimenting with thrust on holistic development, proposes three wholesome entertainment with family and value-oriented films. These have most likely encouraging and inspiring elements suited for our students.

Interested schools may refer to the details reflected on the attached letter of Myra B. Yabut, Marketing Manager, MBY Events Management for your reference.

Participation of both public and private high schools shall be subject to the NO-DISRUPTION OF CLASSES POLICY stipulated in DepEd Order No. 9, s. 2005 entitled Instituting Measures to Increase Engaged Time-on-Task and Ensuring Compliance Therewith.

For the information of the field:

DA _____ s. 2019
DDB@2019

"EDUKASYONG TAPAT AT SAPAT PARA SA LAHAT"
Dr. Rommel C. Bautista (CESO V)  
Schools Division Superintendent  
Antipolo City  

Dear Rommel,

Our company MBY Events Management is an educational-based company that aims to promote students welfare that compliments with thrust towards holistic development. Through this, we would like to present three wholesome entertainment with family and value-oriented films that have likely the most encouraging and inspiring elements to influence them. An effective ways in alleviating standards to revitalize family bonding namely:

"JUAN BALUCAS AT ANG BAYABAS" starring Archie Alemania, Rolando Inocencio and Peter Vallejos. In line with the upcoming 100th Year in existence of the Filipino iconic character Juan Tamad (1919-2019)

"ANG SIKRETO NG PISO" starring Ariel Rivera, Gelli De Belen, Bea Benene and Long Mejia, is a family oriented comedy film, inspired by actual events on the smuggling of the Philippine peso coin in 2006. Rated GP best suited for elementary

"ANG BABAENG ALLERGIC SA WIFI" starring Sue Ramirez, Jameson Blake. This movie delivers an important message about how to nurture the relationships that you value most. At this point, you really have to make a conscious (and practically Herculean) effort to disconnect yourself from the virtual world in order to connect yourself to the real world. Life need not be empty without WIFI, (rated PG, best suited for high schools)

This activity will be done with the following rules and regulations:

- No Class Interruption  
- Voluntary basis only

MBY Events Management believes that your successful reign all throughout the years has the substantiating desire to extend pillar to your schools, however, our endeavor can only be made possible if we are accorded with this opportunity through your support and approval.

Thank you and more power,

Myra B. Yabut  
Marketing Manager  
MBY Events Management